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       An Areal Typology of Agreement Systems 

 Surveying over 300 languages, this typological study presents new  theoretical 

insights into the nature of agreement, as well as empirical fi ndings about the 

distribution of agreement patterns in the world’s languages. Focusing pri-

marily on agreement in gender, number and person, but with reference to 

agreement in other smaller categories, Ranko Matasovi ć  aims to discover 

which patterns of agreement are widespread and common in languages, and 

which are rather limited in their distribution. He sheds new light on a range 

of important theoretical questions such as what agreement actually is, what 

areal, typological and genetic patterns exist across agreement systems, and 

what problems in the analysis of agreement remain unresolved. 

  Ranko Matasovi  ć   is Professor of Comparative Linguistics in the 

University of Zagreb and a Fellow of the Croatian Academy of Sciences 

and Arts. He has published thirteen books in Croatia and abroad, includ-

ing  Gender in Indo- European  (2004) and  Etymological Dictionary of 

Proto- Celtic  (2009).   
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    Preface     

    Quid velit et possit rerum concordia discors?   
 (Horace, Epistles 1.12.19)  

 This book is the result of over a decade of investigation. It all began in 2004, 

when I  wrote a monograph on gender in Proto- Indo- European (Matasovi ć  
 2004 ), a synthetic treatment of the development of that category in one of the 

largest and best- studied language families in the world. One of the conclusions 

of that book was that gender, as a grammatical category, has an unexpected 

distribution in Eurasia, in that the languages and language families in the south 

and west of Eurasia are gendered, while those in the north and east are not. 

Moreover, gender agreement is mostly adnominal in Indo- European, while it 

is shown on verbs in all other gendered families of Eurasia. This led me to 

extend my investigations to other forms of adnominal agreement and to other 

linguistic areas. In a paper published in 2014 (Matasovi ć   2014a ) I argued that 

there was a fundamental areal– typological opposition between languages with 

adnominal agreement and those without it, and that languages with adnomi-

nal agreement generally also have verbal agreement, while the converse does 

not hold. However, the sample of languages on which the 2014 paper was 

based was too small and it was somewhat biased, as too many languages from 

Eurasia were included; moreover, the defi nition of verbal agreement used in 

that article was objectionable, as it was taken for granted that only languages 

with argument indices coded by affi xes should be taken to instantiate verbal 

agreement. Clitics were disregarded, and the relationship between clitic and 

affi xal agreement was not properly discussed. Therefore, a larger and more 

carefully constructed sample was needed, and several methodological prob-

lems had to be addressed. This book grew out of that effort. 

 I have reported on the progress of my work at several conferences, including 

“Syntax of the World’s Languages V” organized by myself and my colleagues 

in Dubrovnik in 2012, as well as at “Syntax of the World’s Languages VI” in 

Pavia in 2014. I would like to thank the participants of these conferences for 

their discussion of my papers, and especially to Tena Gnjatovi ć , who helped me 

with the Pavia presentation. Part of the research carried out in preparation of 
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this book was supported by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation (Bonn), 

to which I am very grateful for helping me not only now, but at several points 

in my career. 

 I would like to thank Martin Haspelmath for being my host at the Max Planck 

Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology in 2015, where I used the magnifi cent 

resources of the Institute’s library –  probably the largest collection of gram-

mars of “exotic” languages in the world. I am also grateful to Greville Corbett, 

whose work on gender and agreement provided a lot of theoretical frame-

work for this book, and who offered me advice and help on several occasions. 

Robert D. Van Valin, Jr. and his colleagues from the Institute of Linguistics 

in D ü sseldorf University invited me to present the fi rst results of my inves-

tigations in December 2015 and I would like to sincerely thank them for the 

stimulating questions and discussion that followed my presentation. Some of 

the most diffi cult chapters of this book were written in the winter semester of 

2015, while I was a visiting professor in Heidelberg University, and I doubt 

that I could have fi nished them were it not for the intellectually stimulating 

atmosphere and good academic resources of that university. I would also like 

to thank my research assistant, Jurica Polan č ec, who has kindly read the fi rst 

draft of this book and suggested some corrections and improvements, as well 

as to Goran Paveli ć  for a number of corrections. 

 Finally, the greatest thanks of all go to my wife, Maja, and to my three 

sons, Mavro, Lujo and Fran. Writing good books matters, but living with good 

people while doing it matters more.   
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  Abbreviations 

 Almost all the abbreviations for grammatical morphemes were taken from the 

sources in which the original examples quoted in the text appear. However, 

some regularization was made where there was absolutely no doubt of con-

fusion, e.g. f. for feminine gender was consistently changed to fem. Leipzig 

glossing rules ( www.eva.mpg.de/ lingua/ resources/ glossing- rules.php ) were 

used throughout the book, whenever our sources allowed it. 

   abl.       =  ablative   

  abs.       =  absolutive   

  acc.       =  accusative   

  adj.       =  adjectivizer   

  aff.       =  affi rmative   

  all.       =  allative   

  a.obl.       =  associating oblique   

  art.       =  article   

  aux.       =  auxiliary   

  caus.       =  causative   

  cl.       =  noun class (gender)   

  comit.       =  comitative   

  cvb.       =  converb   

  dat.       =  dative   

  deic.       =  deictic   

  dem.       =  demonstrative   

  det.       =  determined   

  dir.       =  directional   

  du.       =   dual   

  erg.       =  ergative   

  evid.       =  evidential marker   

  excl.       =  exclusive   

  fem.       =  feminine   

  fut.       =   future   
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  gen.       =  genitive   

  hon.       =  honorifi c   

  hum.       =    human   

  imp.       =  imperative   

  iness.       =  inessive   

  inf.       =  infi nitive   

  ins.       =  instrumental   

  interr.       =  interrogative   

  intrans.       =  intransitive   

  ipf.       =  imperfective   

  irr.       =  irrealis   

  loc.       =  locative   

  local       =  local case   

  m.       =  masculine   

  m.abl.       =  modal ablative   

  nar.       =  narrative   

  nmsr.       =  nominalizer   

  nom.       =  nominative   

  obj.       =  object   

  obl.       =  oblique   

  part.       =  participle   

  pauc.       =  paucal   

  perf.       =  perfect   

  pf.       =  perfective   

  pl.       =  plural   

  poss.       =  possessive   

  pres.       =  present   

  pret.       =  preterite   

  pst.       =  past   

  ptc.       =  particle   

  real.       =  realis   

  refl .       =  refl exive   

  sg.       =  singular   

  subj.       =  subject   

  top.       =  topic   

  trans.       =  transitive   

  v.dat.       =  verbal dative      
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